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	The easy way for kids to get started with video game design
	
		Is your youngster a designer at heart? Read on! Designing Digital Games helps children apply their design skills to video game design using Scratch—and this book! Introducing simple programming concepts over the course of three easy-to-follow projects, it shows your child how to use the free Scratch platform to create a video game from the ground up.

	
		An extension of the trusted For Dummies brand, this juvenile book has a focus on accomplishment and provides all the steps to help young readers learn basic programming concepts to complete cool projects. From using sprites to create a game with a digital pet snake to creating maze games and cloning sprites to create a fun, attack-style game, this approachable guide offers simple, friendly instruction while building kids' confidence in designing digital games.

		
			Features a design that is heavy on eye-popping graphics your child will love
	
			Content is focused on the steps to completing each of the projects
	
			Offers a small, full-color, non-intimidating package that instills confidence in readers
	
			Includes basic projects that set the young learner on the road to further exploration of video game design


	
		If there's a kid aged 7-11 in your life who has an interest in using Scratch to design digital games, this book provides the building blocks they need to take their hobby to the next level.
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The C++ Programming Language, 4th EditionAddison Wesley, 2013

	C++11 has arrived: thoroughly master it, with the definitive new guide from C++ creator Bjarne Stroustrup, C++ Programming Language, Fourth Edition! The brand-new edition of the world's most trusted and widely read guide to C++, it has been comprehensively updated for the long-awaited C++11 standard....
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Social Media Marketing: An Hour a DaySybex, 2008

	Pick one. Test-drive a few luxury sports cars. A Ferrari, a Lamborghini,
	a Maserati maybe? Or compare the top First Growth Bordeaux from 2005. Maybe an
	Haut-Brion, Latour and Mouton-Rothschild? Alternatively, go play in a social media
	application. Perhaps creating your profile on Facebook or blogging about your passions
	or sharing...
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Biodiversity and Insect Pests: Key Issues for Sustainable ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Biodiversity offers great potential for managing insect pests. It provides resistance genes and anti-insect compounds; a huge range of predatory and parasitic natural enemies of pests; and community ecology-level effects operating at the local and landscape scales to check pest build-up. This book brings together world leaders in theoretical,...
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Information Retrieval for Music and MotionSpringer, 2007
A general scenario that has attracted a lot of attention for multimedia information retrieval is based on the query-by-example paradigm: retrieve all documents from a database containing parts or aspects similar to a given data fragment. However, multimedia objects, even though they are similar from a structural or semantic viewpoint, often reveal...
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How Cool Brands Stay Hot: Branding to Generation YKogan Page, 2013

	Generation Y (13-29 year olds) are the most marketing savvy and advertising critical generation ever. Three times the size of the previous Generation X, they have a much bigger impact on society and business. But what drives them and how do you develop the right brand strategies to reach this critical generation? How Cool Brands Stay...
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Project Management: A Practical Approach (Routledge-Noordhoff International Editions)Routledge, 2021

	
		Project Management introduces business and management students to project-based working as a means to tackle projects successfully in a unique and accessible way.

	
		Not only in business circles, but also in the field of education, increasingly more activities are performed using a project-based approach. Consider,...
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